HLRC’S FLAMINGO FUNDRAISER
The Honeoye Lake Rotary Club is a well-balanced group of individuals wo share
their skills, hopes and work ethic to the fullest extent possible. So we have to admit
that when PDG Norma and Gary Reilly presented the idea of a flamingo fundraiser
to us, it was met with some skepticism. Some of our club members scoffed at the
idea but others showed such enthusiasm and excitement we decided to proceed
with the project. Little did we know what a great fundraiser it would be.
Perhaps our first indicator that this would be a success was the cover of the
Rotarian Magazine that arrived in June – when we saw that cover we were in
disbelief. Then seeing all the flamingo stuff in stores and online encouraged us
even more – yes, we have shirts, tote bags, etc. to spur us on.

JUNE ROTARIAN MAGAZINE COVER AND ONE OF OUR INCENTVES TO OUR CLUB

Not only did we find it a money maker, we found It a community “fun” raiser as
well. Once we got the word out, the flocking began. Headed by Gary and Sandy
Hubble plans began to unfold as to how many flamingoes would be in a flock (10),
when we would do the flocking (late at night) and where our limits would be
(Honeoye area).
Luckily for our club, one of our community members had 40 flamingos in storage
and offered them to us free of charge. We eventually purchased a few babies to
help add to the stories being created and the fun being had.
Flyers were created and we set up an advertisement sandwich board in front of the
town hall. An urban flock was also developed for those who had no ground to stick
the birds in. Soon we were off and flocking.

OUR URBAN FLOCK SO WE COULD FLOCK BUSINESSES WITH NO GROUND
One of our first adventures was sponsored by our former town supervisor who
flocked one of our businesses on Main Street. The layout was perfect and the
response was terrific. This business reached out to flock a neighboring business
and so the streak began. Our club began making money for community service

projects and the community began having fun whether they were flockees or
flockers.

OUR FIRST BIG FLOCKING
Most of the first year flocking took place on Main St., Honeoye, and it was fun to
see the variety of ways the flamingos were arranged after landing in the yards of
the flockees. One of our best flockings took place at HCS where we flocked the
superintendent and the two principals. For the elementary principal we included
some of the babies to represent his students. We did have a couple of out of town
people flock Honeoye residents and were asked if we would flock in distant areas.
To this request, we replied no but we did “rent” the pink specimans to them and
they did the job themselves.

FRED AND HIS BABIES OUTSIDE THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WING

One of our first “flockees” actually took pictures and wrote captions for the flock’s
adventures while visiting his yard. This story prompted us to get creative with our
flocking and to add to the adventures of Fred, our famous flamingo from the first
ever flocking fables. The minister at the UCC on Main Street created a maze which
he rearranged daily while the flamingoes were visiting his nest. A former Rotarian
invited a friend to a barbecue as he had too much flamingo meat. He placed one of
the birds in a grill indicating he was cooking it. When he flocked a fellow Rotarian,
they arranged the flock to make a Florida Christmas tree. We were also able to
create a few stories based on the idea of the Flat Stanley books as well. (see
attached)

OUR FLORIDA SNOW”BIRD” TREE
Our flockers then began to get creative with the layout of the flock depending on
where the flocking took place.

THE BIRDS IN AN INTERESTING “LAWN” FOR THEM

We also have outfits to dress the birds – Easter, Halloween etc. This past summer,
we added signs to our flocking stock – Happy Birthday, Welcome to the
Neighborhood, New Baby, etc.

Names were given to some of the flamingos – Fred is our leader and he got to go
on a camping trip with the Passer’s in the fall and to Florida with the Hamele’s as
a “snowbird”.

o
FRED’S TRIP TO THE ADIRONDACKS AND TO FLORIDA

PICTURES FROM FRED’S FIRST FABLE WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY DAVID
BECKWITH, A FLOCKEE

Here is the plan of action we used:
Ten flamingoes to a flock which allowed us to do about four flockings a night. Cost
for a flock is $10 or a dollar per bird. If we do a sign, it is an additional $5.00
Flockings were done well after dark so flockees would discover the pink birds in the
morning. Sometimes we were able to do daylight flockings, especially if a business
was closed or we knew no one was at home.
Paperwork was placed in a baggy and hung on a post with the flock indicating who
the flocker was and how to get deflocked. The generosity of our community was
strongly felt as most flockees paid a higher ransom than required when they were
deflocked. This generosity helped us secure a profit of around $3000.00 for our
club’s treasury enabling us to commit to more community service projects.
Flocks were picked up after three days in a yard.
We also sold no flocking insurance if anybody wanted to support the club but not
have the birds in their yards. (($10)
In summary, this fundraiser which started with much skepticism turned out to have
many positive results. Yes, it was a very profitable fundraiser but it proved to be a
“fun” raiser as well. It actually got to the point where the “fun” was more eagerly
anticipated than the “fund”. What a fantastic opportunity to have the community
involvement we had and the excitement and enjoyment our club members
received from their work. We had flamingo meetings with flamingo food, raffles
and other celebrations involving Fred and his family. This activity also raised a lot
of visibility for our club. So yes, the Rotarian magazine was a super omen for our
FLAMINGO FUNDRAISER --- funds and fun were so amazing the summer of 2018!

FLAMINGO CAKES MADE BY OUR SERVER AT OUR MEETING PLACE
SUMMER 2018 CELEBRATIONS

FLYER FOR 2019

FIRST FLOCKING FOR 2019

